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Preface

This book grew out of the International Korean Studies Conference (lKSC)

held at the University ofWollongong, Australia in November 2004 under the

theme "The Park Era: A Reassessment After Twenty-Five Years, U which exam

ined some of the key questions surrounding the Park era, especially how it
affected Korea's development into what it is today. The conference was spon

sored by POSCO, BHP, Rio Tioto, and the Australia-Korea Foundation,

Department ofForeign Affairs and Trade, Australia. The IKSC attracted many

distinguished participants, including twenty-six prominent figures and schol

ars from Australia, Korea, Japan, and the Unites States.

As the organizers of the IKSC, we strove to ensure that the presenters

would deliver diverse viewpoints with a sharp focus on Korea's modern expe·

deuce under Park's rule, while including a broader perspective beyond the

hitherto prevailing dichotomies of industrialization versus democratization.

Reassessin.g the Park Chun.g Hee Era, 1961-1979, is distinctive in the sense that

several authors with ideological differences, that is conservatives and progres

sives, are engaged in a face-to-face discussion on the Park era. In this respect,

we are particularly pleased to secure a special chapter from Professor Paik

Nak Chung (Paek Nakch'ong), a prominent literary critic and editor of the

leading quarterly journal, Ch'anabi who was also one ofthe two keynote speak

ers at the IKSC and has generously revised his original keynote paper for this

hook.

Paik's chapter, entitled "How to Think About the Park Era," reflects on

one of the key questions to which many Koreans try to find answers in the

public debate on the Park era. With his understanding of such on-going

public interest, whether positively or negatively, Paik examines Park's version
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Heavy and Chemical Industrialization, 1973-1979:

South Korea's Homeland Security Measures

HYUNG-A 1<1 M

The goals of developing an "independent economy" (charip kyon,gje) in the

19605 and an "independent defense" (chaju kukpang) in the 19708 were at the

core of the political economy of the Park Chung Hee (Pak ChOnghili) era.

These two phases ofSouth Korea's development are explained predominantly

in terms of the impact of the cold war, particularly the change in u.s. foreign

policy in the Northeast Asian region that led to the historic East-West detente

when U.S. President Richard Nixon visited China in February '972. What is

not fully explained is South Korea's response under President Park to national

security as a countermeasure to North Korea's intensified armed attacks on

the South on the one hand, and U.S. reduction of troops in South Korea on

the other. l

In the aftermath of the North Korean commando attempt to assassinate

Park in January 1968,2 an unequivocal act of terrorism in today's terms, Park

sought to build weapons factories in order to arm a reserve force of 2.5 mil

lion, which he founded as the Homeland Guard (Hyan9t'o Yebi9un) on April I,

1968. Park's plan to build a defense industry in fact turned into the South

Korean government's Military Modernization Program when the United

States initiated the normalization of relations with China. By then, Park's

confidence in the U.S. security commitment to the Korean peninsula had

reduced to the extent that he became determined to build South Korea's own

defense posture by producing military weapons in response to North Korean

armed aggression.
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Park's top development priority, in other words, was national security,

especially through the implementation of the Heavy and Chemical

Industrialization (HCll Plan, officially declared on January 12, '973. To carry

out this forced-draft industrial revolution, Park had already introduced the

controversial Yusin (Restoration) political reforms on October 17, 1972. A

narrow core of power, a triumvirate ofPark himselfand two of his secretaries

in the Blue House, Senior Economic Secretary 0 Wonch'ol (1971-79) and

Chief of Staff Kim Chongnyom (1969-78), subsequently implemented the

Hcr Plan. In this context, the South Korean model of rapid industrialization,

or what was dubbed "compressed modernization," (apch'uk chak kundae

hwa) during the Park era consisted ofPark's own ideas and plan for industri

alization rather than some U.S.-inspired economic theory. Similarly, South

Korea's HCr Plan was inseparable from Park's authoritarian Yusin reforms

because the HCI Policy itselfwas designed and implemented within the Yusin

system, like a double-edged sword.

With the power of the Yusin Constitution, Park imposed almost mono

lithic control over all governmental and non-governmental institutions: the

army, private big business (chaebol), unions, workers, students, and the

young and old without exception. Thus political oppression became the

norm under the Yusin system (1972-80) while South Korea's top-down mil

itary modernization through the HCI Program was in full gear, even at the

risk of breaking up relations with the United States. Park's pursuit of his

"independent defense" policy, however, did not mean that South Korea

found its own line ofnational security outside the ROK-U.S. alliance. To the

contrary, Park and his key advisors, especially his two HCr triumvirs, had no

illusions about the importance of the ROK-U.S. alliance to South Korea's

security. In this regard, their attitude toward the United States was cunningly

realistic in the sense that they were eager to secure a U.S. security commit

ment to South Korea without compromising the ROK's own national inter

est, particularly political and economic independence. Nevertheless,

ROK-U.S. relations deteriorated to their worst when in December 1976 the

U.S. learned about South Korea's clandestine nuclear weapons and missile

development program, officially unveiled as the Korean Nuclear Fuels

Development Corporation (Han'guk Haegyollyo Kaebal Kongdan, KNFDCj.3

This clandestine program, guarded especially against U.S. interference, was

an important cause of the deterioration of relations with the United States.
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Ironically, President Jimmy Carter's plan to withdraw U.S. troops from South

Korea further drove Park's determination to build South Korea's own solu

tion for national security. In this light, the aspect of military modernization

within the framework of HCI has not been sufficiently analyzed despite its

profound impact on South Korea's national defense capability bUilding, not

to mention economic modernization.

This chapter examines how South Korea's defense industry development

stood at the core of the HCI Program, and how that program provided the

fundamental infrastructure for South Korea's homeland security. I will first

trace the connection between Park's pursuit of defense industry construction

and the HCI Program in South Korea, and then analyze Park's Military

Modernization Program, with particular attention to how Park and his tech

nocrat advisers sought to overcome U.S. policymakers' unilateralism and to

exploit inconsistencies in the American policy of troop withdrawal from

South Korea. With the view that national security essentially means the secu

rity of the state, especially within the "division system" of the Korean penin

sula,4 this chapter argues that HCr was Park's second phase of industrial

revolution to build South Korea's security posture and, as such, it became one

of the most visible legacies of the Park era, defining the character of today's

South Korea as an industrialized nation.

PARK'S PLAN FOR A DEFENSE INDUSTRY

Park's pursuit of constructing South Korea's defense industry began in 1968
after he established the ROK Homeland Guard, following the North Korean

attempt to assassinate Park at the Blue House presidential residence on

January 21. A total of twenty-three South Korean soldiers were killed and

fifty-two injured in this attack, while rnrenty-seven North Korean comman

dos were killed and one North Korean officer, Kim Sinjo, was captured. Park

called for immediate retaliation and demanded U.S. support, which was

flatly refused.s The tension between the United States and South Korea over

this incident quickly escalated when, on ]anuaty 23, the North Koreans cap

tured the U.S. military spy ship, Pueblo, and the U.S. decided not to retaliate

against North Korea but instead unilaterally negotiated with North Korea for

the eighty-one captured American crewmates. Park launched a raft of pro

tests against the American containment policy towards North Korean
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terrorism, while simultaneously criticizing the United States for unilateral

ism in their negotiations with North Korea on the Pueblo incident.

President Lyndon B. Johnson's personal envoy, Cyrus B. Vance, flew to

Seoul on February 12, 1968, to offer appeasement to Park, including financial

support for the construction of a munitions factory to manufacture M-16

rifles, plus an extra $100 million in military aid. In spite of this offering,

which South Korea accepted, Park's doubts about the U.S. commitment to the

defense ofSouth Korea increased. In fact, just four days before Vance's arrival

in Seoul, Park publicly announced that he would create the South Korean

Homeland Guard consisting of 2.5 million reserves. By then, the friendly alli

ance between the Johnson administration and the Park government had effec~

tively ended as Park had cancelled his commitment to deploy South Korea's

Third "Light Division" to Vietnam,6 to which he had previously agreed with

President Johnson in late December 1967 while visiting Canberra, Australia.?

This cancellation was far too expensive for Park to have taken lightly because

in return for South Korea's additional deployment, President Johnson, in a

personal letter to Park, had promised hefty rewards, which included a mixture

of military hardware, a special program to strengthen the ROK national

police, and assistance in the construction of a modern highway between

Seoul and Pusan, among other gifts.s

Park seemed to have already made up his mind that the United States had

become less reliable in ensuring ROK's security against North Korean armed

attacks. By this time Park had, in fact, already anticipated the U.S. intention

to withdraw its forces from Vietnam, following his meeting with President

Johnson in Honolulu in April r968.9 Not only did Park publicly declare a zero

tolerance policy against the North by declaring that "there is a limit to [our]

patience and self~restraint,UIO but he also campaigned to build ROK's "self

reliant" defense posture, especially by mobilizing the South Korean Homeland

Guard. Park saw that the future of South Korea's economic prosperity and

security depended on the strength of its national security posture, and thus

he was determined to arm every member of the Homeland Guard with

I'Korean~made" weapons, which they could use to guard their own homes,

villages, towns, and cities. Park's approach to national security, however,

ironically resembled that of Kim II Sung, the "Great Leader" of North Korea,

who commanded a North Korean National Guard ofalmost 1.2 million work~

ers and peasants, including the Red Young Guards with 700,000 members.
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Just as Kim called his National Guard a "flawless defense system," Park

defined the South Korean Homeland Guard as "the soldiers of homeland

security who would work while fighting and also fight while working.""

Park's skepticism about the U.S. containment policy on the Korean penin

sula, as well as in Asia, turned out to be well founded. In July 1969, President

Richard Nixon (I969-74) not only declared the new U.S. foreign policy, the

Nixon Doctrine on Far East Asia, but also officially announced in July the

same year the withdrawal of the Seventh Infantry Division's 20,000 troops.12

The U.S. made these decisions less than a month after North Korea had

abducted a South Korean navy patrol boat on the west coast of the peninsula,

which was followed by further North Korean terrorism-detonating a bomb

at the main gate of the National Cemetery in an attempt to assassinate gov·

ernment members and officials, including President Park, who had been

scheduled to attend the twentieth anniversary of the Korean War on June 25)

I97°'
This string of North Korean provocations drove Park to order Kim

Hangyol, deputy prime minister and minister of the Economic Planning

Board (EPB, Kyongje Kihoegwon), to build what was initially known as the

UFour Great Core Factories" (sa taenaek kongjan,g), comprised of cast iron,

steel, heavy machinery, and shipbuilding plants. 13 Needless to say, Park's aim

was to build the basic material factories necessary for producing weapons

with which to arm the Homeland Guard of 2.5 million reserve soldiers. He

also created the Agency for Defense Development (ADD, Kukpang Kwahak

Yon'guso) in August the same year, which soon became the leading agency

governing the production ofKorean~made weapons. Park's attempt to build

the Four Great Core Factories, however, became bogged down with a lack of

funds. Despite more than fifteen months of desperate searching for foreign

loans from Japan and several European countries, Kim Hangyol's EPB utterly

failed to raise the necessary funds because the United States, with its suspi

cions about Park's intent behind the construction of these four key factories,

prevented South Korea from obtaining loans from these countries. When the

EPB reported to Park about its failure to raise the funds at the cabinet meeting

on November IO, 1971, he is known to have become exceedingly frustrated,

demanding that Chief ofStaffKim Chongnyom find a solution. This desper

ate situation ironically led to a most extraordinary development when 0

W6nch'ol, then assistant vice minister in the Ministry of Commerce and
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Industry (MCI) and member of the ROK defense industry's "Four-Member

Committee, "14 suggested to Kim Chbngnybm his idea for solving this prob

lem.'s Kim was so impressed with O's idea that he, with 0, instantly met with

Park in Park's study.

O's idea was that South Korea could immediately manufacture weapons

without spending extra funds by mobilizing South Korea's existing resources

and technological capability, available particularly among big business, the

chaebOl. 0 suggested that South Korea should develop independent defense

industries by restructuring South Korea's industries within the framework of

heavy and chemical industrial development. a's idea, which convinced both

Park and Kim, was based on the engineering principle that, "all weapons can

be disassembled into parts, and these parts can be separately produced, as

long as they are manufactured in accordance with a plan and within strict

specifications."'6 At this meeting, Park approved a five-point directive, which

outlined the framework for the development OfSOUtll Korea's defense indus

try based on the existing production system of private chaebol. The building

of Korean-made weapons factories to arm 2.5 million reserve soldiers was, of

course, just one of many projects that were decided at this extraordinary meet

ing between Park, Kim, and 0 on that day.

Another extraordinary development tha t came out of this meeting was the

appointment of 0 on the following day, November II, '97', as head of the

newly created Second Economic Secretariat (SES; Kyon,gje Che-2 Pisosil) at the

Blue House (Ch'ongwadae). O's key responsibility of being in charge of

defense industry development, however, was deliberately undisclosed for

security reasons. Instead, his responsibility was officially stated to be the

development of heavy and chemical industries. This development was the

beginning ofwhat was to become President Park's HCI triumvirate consisting

of himself, 0 Wonchol, and Kim Chongnyom.

Park and his HCI Triumuirs

Born to an impoverished tenant farming family in North Kybngsang Province

On November 14,1917, Park Chung Hee began his career as a primary school

teacher before he miraculously transformed himself into an officer in the 8th

Corps of the japanese Kwantung Army after graduation at the Manchukuo

Military Academy (1942) and the japanese Military Academy in Tokyo (1944).
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When Japan surrendered unconditionally on August IS, 1945, Park, at the age

of twenty-nine, became a second lieutenant in the South Korean army, but in

February 1949 he was sentenced to life imprisonment for his communist

activities that implicated him in the Yosu Rebellion. The outbreak of the

Korean War in june 1950 brought Park a second chance by his being

reinstated in the ROK army, and his army career from then on continued

relatively smoothly until he rose to the rank of major general. Nevertheless,

Park was rarely content with his career in the army, and he ultimately led the

military coup on the dawn of May 16, 1961.

As leadel of the military junta ('96'-3), Park relentlessly promoted anti

communist "guided capitalism" through the first Five-Year Economic

Development Plan which, in June 1964, took off under its export-oriented

industrialization strategy. The first half of the Third Republic, from 1963 to

1967, was epoch making, not only in terms of Park's leadership over South

Korea's rapid economic growth, but also in terms of South Korea securing

American support as a reward for Park's foreign policies, including Japan

ROK normalization (ratified in August, 1965), and troop deployment to

Vietnam. Park's alliance with the United States, however, became abruptly

strained in January 1968 when, as I explained above, the United States showed

indifference toward the North Korean commando attempt to assassinate Parle

just as the establishment of the Homeland Guard with a 2.5 million

reserve force demonstrated Park's fury over U.S. containment strategy toward

North Korea, the creation of the HeI triumvirate showed Park's centralized

approach to power, which he saw as necessary in order to carry out the

restructuring of the government and industries as the means to achieving

South Korea's all-out industrial revolution.

In contrast to Park's turbulent personal past, blotted with pro-Japanese

collaboration and communist activities, 0 Wonch'ol was born into a wealthy

landlord family in North KOlea On October 2, 1928. In his final year in chem

ical engineering at Seoul National University, a entered the Korean Air Force

when the Korean War broke out and served until August 1957 as a major. In

May 1961, as an aspiring young engineer at the age of thirty-three, °was

drafted by the Military Revolutionary Committee, which appointed him to the

Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MCI).

O's subsequent career in public service was entirely within the MCl.

Understanding O's role in South Korea's rapid development is important
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Program, he not only implemented the HCI Program, but also managed the

ROK's Military Modernization Program-later known as the Yulgok

Operation-together with President Park's clandestine nuclear weapons and

missile capability development. It could be said that O's role epitomized the

character of the South Korean model of industrial revolution, especially the

modus operandi of the HCI triumvirate: President Park's strong leadership, O's

industrial and engineering skills, and Kim's financial-economic expertise. I?

The third member of the HCI triumvirate, Kim Chongnyom, responsible

for economic management, especially for raising funds for the HCI Program,

was born on January 3, 1924. Kim began his career in 1943 at the Bank of

Choson (the Bank of Korea after liberation) after graduating from the Oita

College of Commerce in Kyushu, Japan. Kim obtained his fiscal planning

expertise and reputation after he drew up a draft plan for South Korea's first

currency reform (carried out in February 1953). With an MA degree in eco~

nomics from Clark University in America, obtained in 1959, Kim was

appointed director~general of the finance bureau in the Ministry of Finance,

which was later known among South Korean economic bureaucrats as the

"Republic of Finance" (Uae konahwaauk) for the key role it played in ROK's

fiscal management. Like 0 Wonch'ol, Kim was also recruited by the military

junta in 1961, and by June 1962 he rose to the rank of vice minister in both

the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MCI)

before being promoted to minister of the MCI in October 1967. Kim's role in

managing the Park government's rapid economic development increased

dramatically from October 1969 when he was appointed chief of staff at the

Blue House, which he swiftly transformed into President Park's famously

centralized power machine, especially for overseeing the Hcr "Big Push."

Entrusted by Park as his "economic manager," Kim in fact managed what can

be termed the golden era of the South Korean economy for over nine years

until December 1978. Overall, the combined Iole of the HCI triumvirate

should be understood in the context of a deliberately concentrated control

system under Park himself and his two economic czars, 0 W6nch61 and Kim

Chongnyom.
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KOREAN-MADE WEAPONS PRODUCTION

On April 3, 1972, less than five months after 0 had received Park's emergency

command to carry out weapons development to arm twenty divisions of

reserve forces, eight light-weapon prototypes-including Mr carbines, Mr9s,

A4 machine guns, and 60mm trench mortars-were manufactured and ready

for preview by Park, government officials, military personnel, and the media.

Under the code name "Lightning Operationll (pon'9ae saop), the newly created

Agency for Defense Development (ADD) produced these weapons through a

twenty-four-seven operation. In many respects, the way this operation was

carried out demonstrated Park's supreme control over his government even

well before he introduced his authoritarian Yusin Reforms (in October 1972)

and the Yusin Constitution (in December the same year).

The significance of the development of these light-weapons, albeit proto

types, was that it enabled Park and his policy advisers finally to persuade the

United States to assist South Korean production of weapons by providing

both technological advisers and technical plans. Until then, the South Korean

military had been abjectly dependent on the U.S. for the supply oflight weap

ons. For Park and his advisers, therefore, this was a new beginning in their

all-out race to build South Korea's defense capability, which Park defined as

self-sustainable national defense.

All-Out Hel Program

On January 12, 1973, the ROK defense industry development program took a

giant leap forward when Park declared the government's "Heavy and Chemical

Industrialization Policy" as the top priority ofYusin Reforms. This declaration

of the HCI Policy" was Park's official guarantee to technocrats to go ahead

with the state-planned HCI Program. Park's declaration also pledged manage

rial autonomy from any political intervention or repercussion.19 The HCI

Program was designed to achieve $10 billion in export earnings and a per

capita GNP of$r,ooo by the early I980s. This is not to say, however, that the

Park state was Ieady for implementing the HCI Program. As already explained,

Park decided to go ahead with a heavy and chemical industrial sector mainly

through the mobilization of the chaebol-owned manufacturing companies as

South Korea's industrial engine. In May 1973, a team led by Deputy Prime
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Minister T'ae Wans5n travelled to the United States in an attempt to raise

$5.8 billion, half of the approximately $IO billion needed for the HCI Plan,

which had been first unveiled to key cabinet ministers and other senior offi

cials in the Blue House basement shelter on January 3
'
, '973·

Through his extremely secretive and intimidating methods,'w Park mili

tantly pushed for the development of the ROK's defense industry, and by late

I979 a total of eighty-four manufacturers had become engaged in the con

struction of six industrial complexes, each focused on a target industry: heavy

machinery at Ch'angwbn, steel at P'ohang, shipbuilding at Okp'o, electronics

at Kumi, petrochemicals at Y6ch'6n, and nonferrous metals at Onsan.

Ch'angw6n, South Korea's largest heavy machinery complex, located near the

Masan harbor, boasted a military, fortress-like city plan and was designed to

house I04 factories with a holding capacity of over roD,DDO workers.

The population of Ch'angw6n was originally about 10,000, with 1,700

households occupying about 13,900 hectares offarmland. This massive trans

formation from what were basically small agricultural holdings to one of the

largest industrial complexes in the world reflected Park Chung Hee's political

will and strategy to build a newly industrialized modern Korea. To achieve

top~down industrialization, the government planned to invest 22.I percent of

the total national investment between 1973 and 198I, amounting to 2.98 tril

lion won (approximately $9.8 billion at '970 prices), or 63.9 percent of the

total investment in the manufacturing sector.

Park also conducted a comprehensive restructuring of governmental min

istries and other institutions, while also introducing many dictatorial mea

sures and related legislation to minimize any interruption that might hinder

the progress of the HCI Program. The state's promulgation of the Industrial

Parks Development Promotion Law on December 24, 1973, was particularly

effective in opening efficient operational channels for the implementation of

HC!. Considering the fact that the ROK's per capita GNP at that time (in

1972) was merely $319, it is not difficult to understand why Park risked

almost everything on carrying out the second phase of his industrial revolu

tion even at the cost of his own demise less than six years later.

As noted earlier, this line of Park's thinking was nowhere more obvious

than in the managerial structure of the HCr triumvirate. The nation-wide

expansion of the Saemaiil Community Movement after 1973 was another

control mechanism,21 especially through the Saemaiil policy training of the
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masses. The Factory Saemaiil Movement, as Hagen Koo notes in Chapter 8,

was a most effective device for controlling the working people, and thus it

was inescapable for Park to be increasingly confronted with nation-wide anti

state protests, especially against the authoritarian Yusin system. Yet, Park's

push for carrying out the HCI Program rapidly turned into an all-out opera

tion for South Korea's military modernization.

The Yulnok Mili!ary Maderniza!ion Program

In March 1974, Park approved a top-secret defense project under the code

name "Yulgok Operation," to purchase advanced military equipment and to

modernize the military. This operation was an emergency measure, which

Park initiated immediately after the North Korean navy attack on Paengnybng

Island. n Outraged by this attack, Park immediately launched his own cam~

paign by sending a personal message to the islanders that if North Korean

troops were to invade the island, they should "fight to the last [and] hold out

just for a week" for the ROK military to recapture the island. ~J Designating

himself as a war president, Park obviously took on what could be described

in today's terms as a "war on terrorism" against North Korea.

The state raised a total of r6.I3 billion won (approximately $32 million)

between I974 and r975 through the media campaign known as the National

Defense Fund, and then in July 1975 a compulsory National Defense Tax was

introduced as the new revenue base for the Yulgok Operation. Between 1975

and I976, South Korea spent 6 percent of the national GNP on the Yulgok

Operation, and by 1980 the state had collected a total of 2,600 trillion won,

or about 5.I58 billion U.S. dollars." At the beginning the Yulgok Operation

was managed by a I'Five-Member Committee"~5 within the Ministry of

Defense (MOD) led by a deputy minister and four other representatives,

including 0 W6nch'51, Park's senior economic secretary as well as chief of

the HCI Planning Corps. 0 was placed on this MOD committee under Park's

orders, and in so doing, Park strictly controlled the Yulgok Operation in all

its stages, from the selection of military weapons and equipment, to their

purchase. As a means to ensuring appropriate checks-and-balances, Park

introduced his own brand of watchdog system with a three-tiered system of

committees to oversee the Yulgok Operation. This three-tiered watchdog

system was comprised of the MOD's Five-Member Committee, the Blue
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House Five~Member Committee made up of Park's special aides and senior

secretaries, and a "no~nameu committee of the five top~ranldng officials:

Park himself, Chief of Staff Kim Ch6ngny6m, 0 W6nch'61, the minister of

defense, and the chiefof the Agency for Defense Development." In addition,

Park introduced several extra measures, including "Special Measures for

Military Snpplies" (in 1973) and the "Measnres for Weapons Supply with

Foreign Loans" (in May 1975). Under these measures, every purchase under

the Yulgok Operation was to be made directly with the manufacturer, which

also would guarantee tlle exclusion ofany commission, brokerage, or other

intermediary fees under contracts. 27

To be sure that his watchdog system in this highly complex and secretive

military operation ran effectively, Park relied on his multHayered intelligence

agencies to tap every official involved in the purchase of military hardware

and advanced technology under the Yulgok Operation. From a strategic and

management viewpoint, therefore, the Yulgok Operation was effective for

Park in exploiting to the utmost North Korea's provocation of the South as a

wake-up call, highlighting the need to speed up Korea's long-awaited military

modernization. For the procurement of advanced technology and military

hardware, in particular, Park and his close advisers strategically exploited the

inconsistency of U.S. arms control policy with the idea that the U.S. often

made concessions or altered policy only when the South Koreans showed

their own ability to complete things.

In late December 1971, for example, Park ordered 0 Wonch'ol to develop

a missile capability program, which led to South Korea's emergency purchase

of French anti-ship Exoret missiles in spite of strong U.S. opposition. This

purchase also led to South Korea's unexpected procurement of two Arnerican

made Harpoon anti-ship missiles, which South Korea had been trying to

purchase for several years without success. Until then, U.S. officials had

offered only outdated missiles. It was this purchase experience that encour~

aged Park and his key advisers to exploit the inconsistency of U.S. policy to

the edge, especially in South Korea's pUlsuit of technologically advanced

weapons development.

By late 1974, Park openly questioned American policy, especially its policy

of troop withdrawal from Korea. In his visit to Seoul in November 1974,

President Gerald Ford assured Park that "we have no intention ofwithdraw~

ing U.S. personnel from Korea."2s Park, however, did not trust Ford's per-
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sonal pledge to him. Following the fall of Saigon in April 1975, Park was

convinced that the United States would abandon South Korea, jnst as it had

abandoned Vietnam. He essentially feared the worst-case scenario, a North

Korean surprise attack on Seoul, which the South might have to face alone

because the U.S., as in Vietnam, might pull its troops off the Korean penin

sula due to public pressure.

The ultimate irony of the full ofSaigon, especially in terms of Park's pur

suit of military modernization at almost any cost, was that North Korean

leader Kim II Sung visited China at this time-the first time since April

1961-as if to proclaim new plessnres against the South. Kim's sudden visit

to Beijing not only stirred Park to tighten national security through his dra

conian Yusin rule but also gave rise to open speculation in South Korea that

the U.S. was considering changing its East Asian defense perimeter and sub~

sequently might sell out on South Korea. In this regard, U.S. Ambassador

Sneider's report to the secretary of state dated, April 1975, illuminated Park's

alI~out push for South Korea's independent defense and armament policy:

[U.S.] Congressional attitudes and fear that in conflict situation Congress

(and American public) may-as in the case ofVietnam-deny funds and use

of U.S. forces needed to defend Korea and even force U.S. troop withdrawals

before then.... Korea's only alternative is to achieve a degree of self-reliance

that will cushion possible loss of U.S. support before or during conflict.29

Park's Clandestine Nuclear Weapons and Missile Capability Pr09ram

In July 1975, Park took bold action by concluding an agreement with France

for a loan for the construction of nuclear reprocessing facilities and two

nuclear power plants. This was just seven months after South Korea had

signed a contract to purchase propellant plant manufacturing facilities and

advanced missile technology from the American Lockheed Corporation,

despite the U.S. State Department's strong opposition. 3D The difference in the

ROK approach between the earlier purchase from Lockheed and the latter

from France was significant. Whereas South Korea ostensibly made efforts to

consult with the U.S. regarding the Lockheed deal, Park and his key advisers

took an entirely independent path in negotiating with France in regard to

ROK programs of nuclear reprocessing facilities and missile development.

31
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With drastically reduced confidence in the U.S. security commitment in

Northeast Asia, especially after witnessing the U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam

in April 1975, Park was determined to secure a firm U.S. security treaty com

mitment even by alarming U.S. policy makers. From the outset, Park may

appear to have overreacted to the rapidly changing international situation,

especially towards U.S. policy in Northeast Asia. But, when one considers the

intensified North Korean armed attacks on the South at that time-especially

the repeated assassination attempts on Park, one of which, allegedly linked

to North Korea, resulted in the death of First Lady Yuk Y6ngsu on August 'S,

I974-his fear of a second Korean War should not he dismissed as merely a

self~serving excuse or anti-communist paranoia. The assassination of the First

Lady was the third of four North Korea-linked assassination attempts on

South Korean presidents during the fifteen-year period from r968 to 1983-"

In June '975, Park warned the United States that South Korea had the

capacity to produce nuclear weapons and that the ROK would have to develop

nuclear weapons if the U.S. nuclear umbrella were to be removed from

KoreaY By then, Park had already warned Sneider that he had directed Sim

Munt'aek, the chief of the Agency of Defense Development, to develop in

country missile capability." This led to U.S. Secretary of Defense James

Schlesinger's visit to Seoul two months later in August, during which he

promised decisive U.S. support in the event of a North Korean attack.

Schlesinger, however, made this promise without authorization from

Washington.34 Yet, by making this promise, he obtained Park's agreement not

to develop nuclear weapons.35

This is not to say, however, that either the United States or South Korea

honored their promises to each other. Just as officials in Washington did their

best to stalemate Park's secret nuclear weapons program, Park and his key

advisers sought to carry out their own plans with no less vigor. In this regard,

no case is more telling than the episode behind the French government's

cancellation of the sale of their reprocessing plant to South Korea in early

1976.36 The United States conducted this cancellation through personal nego

tiations between President Jimmy Carter and President Valery Giscard

d'Estaing ofFrance.37 At the same time, the U.S. Congress deliberately with

held South Korea's loan application for an import-export bank loan of $132

million and an additional $II7 million of credit guarantees for the construc~

~;nn nf the light water reactor, Kod No.2, approved in 1974.38 In spite of
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obvious financial difficulties, however, South Korea swiftly purchased

CANDU, a Canadian reactor, in January 1975,39 The more severe the pressure

from the United States, the more determined Park became, especially when it

came to tightening security against U.S. intelligence agencies. 4° Similarly,

U.S. intelligence kept a close watch on many high~level Korean officials,

especially 0 Wonch'61 during his weapons purchase visits to Europe and

Israel in 1974.41 In short, Park's nuclear weapons and missile program was a

most heavily guarded secret operation.

In the case of constructing the Korean Nuclear Fuels Development

Corporation, known under the pseudonym, Taej6n Machinery Depot (Taq5n

Ki,gyt'ch'an,g) with the code name "Sacred Farm" (sins5n,g nongjan,g), for exam~

pIe, this plant's security was so tight that even the police commissioner in

that province (South Ch'ungch'ong) was denied entry. Similarly, the city of

Ch'angwon, the home of the largest heavy machinery industrial complex, was

another security-tight zone originally planned and built as a military for

tress.42 In his brief talk with the author in December 2003, retired Colonel

Kang Y6ngt'aek, who was the first Director ofCh'angwon Industrial Complex,

recalled his mission as that of maintaining the security of the Complex: "It

was completely a military operation with absolute security."43

On December 2, '976, KNFDC was officially unveiled with the aim of

building Korean~made nuclear facilities for strategic reasons because, despite

the low profitability ofoperating a heavy water fuel rod plant, President Park

was determined to keep it as a countermeasure against a change in U.S.

policy towards South Korea in ~he future. 44 In order to avoid U.S. surveillance,

especially on his nuclear missile capability program, therefore, Park managed

his nuclear program in total secrecy.

Given this extremely tense situation, President Jimmy Carter's widely pub~

licized dislike oHarl', from 1977 until Park's assassination in '979, must be

considered with caution. Carter was known to have loathed Park for his abuse

ofhuman rights. Undoubtedly this was the initial reason for Carter's attitude,

for in his moralistic presidential campaign he had promised the withdrawal

of U.S. troops from South Korea as one of his key policies. Beneath Carter's

fury over Park, however, sat a much more serious cause for the ROKpU.S.

conflict, namely, Park's secret nuclear weapons and missile program. As early

as September 1976, and thus less than a month after the notorious Axe

Murder Incident at Panmunj6m in the DMZ,45 U.S. Ambassador Sneider



expressed concern about what he coined uthe longer term" of "Park's emo

tionally-charged drive to seek self-sufficiency and self-reliance through a pro

gram of nuclear weapons and missile development. "46

In spite of their watchful observance, however, U.S. officials did not have

clear informarion on jusr how advanced the ROK was in developing high

technology weapons until South Korea revealed its plan to launch a guided

missile. In fact, the missile named NH-K was launched in September 1978,

and South Korea claimed to have become the seventh nation in the world with

its own domestically developed missile. This new development stirred up a

stormy panic in Washington. From early November 1978 to June 1979, until

President Carter's visit to Seoul on his way back from the G-7 summit meet

ing in Tokyo, there continued a chain of so-called "inspection tours" initially

begun by Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, including a seventeen-mem ber

group of high-ranking officials from the National Security Council, the U.S.

State Department, and the Pentagon.47

PARK-CARTER STANDOFF

By then, ROK-U.S. relations had become so hostile that when Carter met Park

in Seoul, neither party paid attention to diplomatic protocols toward each

other. The summit meeting between the two allied countries' presidents

quickly turned into a quarrel to the extent that U.S. Ambassador Gleysteen

later recalled, I'Never before in numerous summit meetings I had attended in

the past had I seen leaders mangle the process of communication the way

these two men did that morning. "48 Their quarrel boiled down to two counter

arguments: Carter's demand dlat South Korea reduce the military disparity

between the North and the South, and Park's insistence that Carter assure

that the U.S. would not proceed with further withdrawals of U.S. ground

forces from South Korea. Park insisted that the ROK needed more time.

In spite of their unshakable differences, the rwo presidents finally came to

accede to each other's demands. Park subsequently announced the release of

180 South Korean political prisoners and, on July 20, Carter suspended U.S.

withdrawal plans from the ROK until 198r. One may ponder how such a com

promise could have been reached, especially in light of the U.S. habit of

unilateral foreign policy formulation. One reason was that, even with his

iron-willed resolve and the power of the presidency, Carter, as Oberdorfer
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pointed out, could not udecouple the United States from the high-stakes

military standoff on the Korean peninsula."49 Another reason, and perhaps

more politically relevant, was that almost every policy adviser, including those

among his own presidential staff, was against the withdrawal plan. Many

military advisers regarded Carter's policy to be unworkable to the extent that

they engaged in a full-scale rebellion against him. The counter activities of

two U.S. army generals, who at that time were at the frontline On the Korean

peninsula, were particularly noteworthy. One was chief of staff of the U.S.

forces in Korea, Major-General John Singlaub, who publicly warned in his

interview with the Washin~tonPost that "if U.S. ground troops are withdrawn

on the schedule suggested, it will lead to war. "SO Because of this head-on

challenge, Singlaub was quickly removed from Korea to serve at a domestic

post.

The other was General John Vessey, the U.S. military commander in Korea,

who advised President Park to formulate counter tactics to Carter's with

drawal plan by demanding a hefty compensation package which the U.S.

government would not be able to pay as it would tie Congress up in debate

on its cost vis-a.-vis withdrawalY Subsequently, Carter apparently approved

$1.9 billion in military aid as a compensation package, but Hnot a single

senator or representative spoke up in support of the withdrawal."52 In addi

tion to this near mutinous challenge, Vessey threatened to resign if the with

drawal of troops were to proceed without the compensation package. Carter's

withdrawal policy was a strategic disaster overall, exacerbated by the already

strained U.S.-ROK relations. In fact ROK-U.S. relations throughout the Park

era had been anything but harmonious, except for the period of the Vietnam

War under the Lyndon B. Johnson administration. From June '963, when U.S.

Assistant Secretary ofState Averill Harriman began planning troop withdraw

als in the same year,53 U.S. troop reduction plans in Korea remained under

consideration, and in 1971 President Nixon pulled out 20,000 troops from

Korea. Thus Carter's suspension of his troop withdrawal plan until 1981,

from Park's perspective, hardly changed anything at all, especially in terms of

his military modernization policy with the focus on the construction of an

independent national defense system.

Despite the many outstanding contributions it made to South Korea's

development, especially after the Korean War (1950-53), the United States

failed to provide even the basic necessities for South Korea to guard against

3S
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North Korean provocations. As late as August 1975, South Korea repeatedly

begged the United States for what the South Korean government termed

"appropriate aid," such as "fire power, including [a third of a line is whited

out] air, and logistics support "54 This is not to say, however, that the United

States was ignorant about the urgency of South Korea's need for military

modernization. The U.S. promise to modernize the South Korean armed

forces had initially been outlined in the "Brown Memorandum" in March

196655 and again in mid-January 1971, with an extra $1.5 billion as compensa

tion for the U.S. withdrawal of troops from Korea. However, the U.S. deliber

ately delayed the release of its military assistance to South Korea, largely

because Washington officials did not trust Park who, they suspected, might

strike the North if the South were equipped with adequate supplies ofweap

ons. In short, the U.S. strategically restrained the South from any sort of

military confrontation with the North by strictly limiting military supplies. In

addition, the U.S. Congress was cautious about being seen as supporting

Park's repressive regime. And in this regard nothing was more blatant than

Secretary ofState Henry Kissinger's drastic modification of the 1977 Five-Year

Military Assistance Program from $47.3 million to $8.3 million. Kissinger

came up with this reduction proposal in December 1975 while the famous

Koreagate bribery scandal rocked the U.S. Congress after over ninety conp

gressmen and other officials were found to have been involved.56

Over twenty years later, in his memoirs, U.S. Ambassador Gleysteen

described the u.s. attitude towards Park as "indiscriminate" in its criticism,

focusing especially on Park's human rights abuses.57 Nevertheless, Carter's

withdrawal policy ironically strengthened Park's all-out drive to give effect to

his authoritarian Yusin Reform agenda: the construction of South Korea's

independent defense and armament capability as the top priority of the HCI

Plan. To achieve this highly risky but intrinsically nationalistic ambition for

South Korea's economicpmilitary modernization, Park ruthlessly employed

his draconian methods and tyrannical repression over his opponents-includp

ing workers, students, and dissident intellectuals-and ultimately was shot

dead by Kim Chaegyu, director of the Korea Central Intelligence Agency, on

October 26, 1979.
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SOUTH KOREA: LOOKING BACK THIRTY YEARS LATER

So, what was the overall result of Park's all-out heavy and chemical industri

alization revolution? Did South Korea, as a result, achieve the construction of

a national defense capability strong enough to guard against external aggres

sion, especially from North Korea? It unquestionably did. In fact, the idea of

heavy and chemical industrialization was primarily conceived as South

Korea's core national homeland security measure and, by and large, was very

effective, to the extent that it ultimately changed the face of South Korea into

an industrialized middle power in the region, with the fifteenth largest econ

omy in the world and a political democracy that is arguably the most vibrant

in Asia.
My aim here, however, is not to downplay the destructive nature of Park's

forcedpdraft rapid industrialization or the unsustainable flaws and contradic

tions in the HCI Program itself. As discussed in this chapter, Park's extremely

centralized HCI Policy, especially as the top priority of the Yusin Reforms, was

so oppressive that not only did many Koreans fall victim to its developmental

ist power structure but also Park himself fell victim to his own success. In this

respect, Park's demise at the hands of his own chief of intelligence essentially

illustrated the fundamental volatility of the HCI Policy, particularly in terms

ofconcentrated decision-making power, which paradoxically exposed inher

ent governance problems in response to changing circumstances. It is no

surprise therefore that South Korean society even three decades after Park's

death is still divided between those who approve of the Park-style rapid indus

trialization and tllOse who fundamentally reject the Park-style dictatorship.

Despite the fierce conflict between these two forces, the influence ofPark over

today's South Korean politics, economy, and society remains strong, although

the debate over the nature of his influence is as heated as ever. Most tellingly,

the dramatic change in Park's public image within one generation from hav

ing been widely regarded as the most reviled dictator to now the most

admired president in contemporary Korean history came about primarily

because of his leadership in driving South Korea's economic modernization

through heavy and chemical industrialization.

Of course, the longpterm merits of South Korea achieving national home

land security through HCI, especially against North Korean aggression, may

not be known for some time, at least until the two Koreas finally reunite and



harmoniously live together as one united nation. Koreans, in the meantime,

could more fully appreciate the transformation of their country through both

industrial and democratic revolution, which is itself a great achievement and

has made a substantial contribution to the building of prosperity, peace, and

openness in the region and world politics. In this respect, Koreans could also

appreciate the historical legacies ofHCI-led homeland security posture build

ing during the Park era.
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poseo: Building an Institution

SEOI<-MAN YOON

INTRODUCTION

Having been a key driving force behind the Republic of Korea's (ROK) rapid

industrialization, Pohang Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. (PaSCO) is now the fifth larg

est steel company in the world, with an annual production capacity of 30

million tons ofsteel. pasco has been widely recognized for its accomplish

ments, particularly as an international leader in productivity and efficiency;

its global status stands on its record of achievement. In terms of return on

investment, for example, the South Korean government initially spent a total

of 220 billion won ($863 million '968) on the construction of pasco. In

October 2000, after pasco was privatized, it had accumulated a total capital

value of 3.9 trillion won ($3.4 billion).

By the end of 2004, pasco had contributed nearly 4.8 trillion won

(approximately $4 billion) in taxes. Given the fact that pasco was founded

in 1968, during the early phase of the Park Chung Hee (Pak Chonghiii) era

less than four decades ago, pasco's phenomenal development represents a

model case of South Korea's rapid industrialization. It sheds light on ROK

style development, which on one hand brought about an economic miracle

within the decade of the '970S and on the other suppressed the South Korean

people's push for democracy by rigidly guiding economic development under

the state's authoritarian Yusin system (1972-80). Park decided to build

pasco as a strategic necessity and initiated pasco's institution building

strategy. He insisted on this even though the ROK, in that economic context,

did not display a significant domestic demand for iron or have a supply of

natural resources such as iron ore or coal, not to mention capital, technology,




